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Softball Coach of the Week: Courtney Sowerby 
Courtney Sowerby head coaches both our 8U 
Softball Storm and the Minor League Softball 
Crimson Tide  
 
When did you know you wanted to coach at 
SSYS? / How long have you been coaching?     
I realized I wanted to coach on the second day of 
Rookie's practice when I could no longer sit on the 
sidelines!  I love softball and can only hope my 
daughter enjoys it as much as I did when I played.  I 
have been coaching for 4 years at SSYS. 
 
What do you enjoy most about coaching?   
I love to watch the development and improvement 
of the girls as the season progresses and just 
getting to be back on the field.  It's just fun. 

 
How do you go about motivating your players?  
The success of a team and positive energy flowing between teammates is contagious; it perpetuates 
confidence and confidence leads to more success 
 
What skills/characteristics do you look for in your players?  
Heart and hustle; with 8U we are still working on many of the basic skills, but just like in the real world, hire for 
attitude, train for skill.  
 
What is the biggest challenge you've had as a coach and how did you overcome it?    
Remembering that winning is not always the most important outcome of the game or a season.  Remember 
that girls need to have fun to keep coming back whether they win or lose. 
 
What advice would you give to new coaches?    
Stick with it, many days you will leave the field wondering if anyone learned anything. 
 
When not rooting for your SSYS team, who is your favorite school/sports team and/or players?  
I am a WVU alumni, I cheer for UGA by association and loved Lisa Fernandez growing up.  
 
What has been your most memorable SSYS moment?  
I have a few, but two stand out, I was asked to coach the Cyclones' team last summer and it was my first 
official head coaching role.  We had a great group of young players in their first summer tournament.  Our goal 
was to go out, compete (get a few hits and maybe some outs) and most importantly have fun.  In our last 
game, we were losing (kind of bad) but were the home team. So, we went ahead with our last bat; we rallied a 
few back to back hits.  And at that moment I realized I was fully embodying my two favorite coaches - my Dad 
and Coach Montgomery from high school.  As I was coaching 3rd base and jumping up and down with so 
much excitement.  It was awesome.  The second was in my daughter's first year playing Rookies, she fielded a 
ground ball, tagged the girl running by and threw it to first base.  I was cheering and looked at my husband and 
told him, "that's innate you can't teach that to a five-year-old".  It makes me laugh as I now know it was sheer 
luck, but a great memory nonetheless.  
 
When you are not at the fields, what do you enjoy doing most?  
When we are not at the fields, I enjoy hanging out with the family, going to Orange Theory, reading, long walks 
on the beach and unicorns. 

 


